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Abstract

Classical film restoration is based on special copying machines to improve the quality of safe-
keeping copies. Only a small class of artefacts, typically dust and scratches, can be removed
partially with such a process, because the unit of manipulation is always the physical film strip.
With help of digital image processing techniques the restoration process can be adapted for
each frame and each artefact class.

This thesis presents algorithms for automatic artefact detection and removal in digital image
sequences. First, an overview about typical artefacts in the 35 mm film domain is given,  then,
fundamental problems of image sequence analysis are discussed: a multi-resolution image
representation and motion estimation.

Robust full automatic algorithms to detect dust, dirt and image vibration in noisy and distorted
environments are given in a variety of examples. To make expert user interaction with
intermediate analysis data possible, detection and removal of artefacts is separated into a two
step approach. Finally, automatic algorithms for dust and dirt removal, for image sequence
stabilization and for noise suppression are presented with numerous experimental results.
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Preface

Chapter 1 gives an overview of a digital film restoration system, with a workflow description
of the whole restoration process. After explanation of typical artefacts for the 35 mm film
case, requirements of an image sequence restoration system are compared to different
related application areas.

Chapter 2 is devoted to image sequence analysis. Multi-resolution image representations,
image pyramids, are compared with regard to detail conservation and aliasing effects in
lower resolution levels. An important application field of image pyramids in this thesis is
motion analysis. Motion information is necessary in the artefact detection domain as well
as in the artefact removal domain. Therefore, motion estimation and compensation is an
essential task in image sequence processing. One motion estimation algorithm, the so-
called Hierarchical Feature Vector Matcher and a motion compensation scheme, are
explained in detail.

Automatic dust and dirt detection is done by observing image brightness along motion
trajectories. Motion trajectories can be calculated from motion estimates. The occlusion
problem, caused by fast object motion, is considered in the algorithm. Result of the dust
and dirt detection process is a one frame distortion mask, which indicates all the found
artefact areas.

Automatic image vibration detection can be achieved by tracking the dominant object
through a whole scene. Four parameters describe the dominant motion between two
consecutive frames by modeling image vibrations, pan, tilt, zoom and rotation of the
dominant object. The used  parameter estimation scheme is embedded in a multi-resolution
iteration framework to obtain better accuracy. A reliability measure can be derived from
estimated motion parameters. Image vibration detection results in four dominant motion
parameter sequences for a given scene, the vibration disparity signals.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to automatic image sequence restoration, including dust and dirt
removal, image stabilization and noise suppression.

In the dust and dirt removal algorithm  artefact areas, indicated by the one frame
distortion mask, are replaced with motion compensated image content of neighbor frames.
Flickering and local brightness variations enforces additional brightness correction of
replaced areas.

In the image sequence stabilization process the so-called vibration signals are derived from
the four detected vibration disparity signals. The vibration signals correspond to the real
visual vibration of the dominant object in a scene, describing its translational, rotational
and zooming motion. For image sequence stabilization, first vibration signals are filtered
with linear and nonlinear filter functions. Then original frames are registered with the
position given by the four filtered vibration signals, resulting in an image sequence, which
can follow  dominant object pan, tilt, rotation and zoom, but without jitters.



For noise suppression two algorithms are proposed, a motion compensated temporal filter
and a 3-D median filter. The motion compensated temporal filter suppresses gray-level
variations along motion trajectories. A finite impulse response filter with three frame
temporal support is applied for this task. 3-D median structures are spatio-temporal filters,
which avoid the use of any motion compensation or adaptation scheme. Motion adaptation
can be achieved by distinct filter window shapes and weighting. Noise suppression is done
by a modified median function.

Chapter 4  gives conclusions about applicability and limitations of proposed algorithms and
suggestions for further work.
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1.  Introduction

1.1  Digital Film Restoration System

The digital restoration process includes all steps beginning with scanning of the film, image
sequence processing, up to the printing of the restored image sequence (see Figure 1). The
process of restoration should run as automatically as possible to save time and human
resources.

Acquisition Preparation  Artifact
Removal

Printing 
 Artifact
Detection

Confirmation

Digital Film Archive

Scene Storage

Figure 1:  Digital Restoration.

In the acquisition step information is transformed from the analog to the digital domain. The
acquired data consists of the image sequence itself, technical attributes of the scanned film (e.g.
scanning parameter, calibration data) and art-historical annotations (background information
like director, copyright owner, the place where the film was found, etc.). All the  data is stored
in a Digital Film Archive (DFA), whose purpose and functionality is similar to a conventional
film archive. The DFA is realized by a powerful multimedia database, together with a storage
management system for large binary objects. Every step of the restoration process is recorded
in a log, which is also stored in the DFA, in order to provide a transparent processing history
for the operator.
In the preparation phase a first analysis of the image sequence is made semi-automatically. It
includes the generation of an image pyramid for each frame, partitioning the image sequence
into scenes (the recognition of cuts) and the detection of massive frame distortions. Scenes are
the units for all further analysis steps. An expert is supported by the hints of the analysis
software to decide, which classes of artefacts are analyzed for a distinct scene.
The detection of artefacts is the central step in the restoration process. Each scene is
investigated with respect to local motion, global motion and possible artefacts like dust, dirt,
image vibrations, etc. The results of this analysis are stored in the DFA. Additionally, they are
suggested to an expert, who can follow the suggestions of the system or can do corrections on
the analysis data before the removal of artefacts is done. Artefact removal depends on the
artefact class. From an algorithmic point of view the removal is an easy task in comparison to
automatic artefact detection. The desired scenes of an image sequence are printed again on film
or stored on a digital mass storage media.
The main field of this work is the fully automated detection and removal of artefacts.
Algorithms for image sequence analysis with respect to motion estimation and multi-resolution
representations are given. Automatic detection and removal of dust, dirt and image vibrations
as well as noise suppression is presented in this thesis.
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1.2  Artefact Descriptions

The required algorithms for analysis and restoration of image sequences depend on the kind of
the artefact. Some possible artefacts are:

Dust / dirt:

Dust and dirt are the most frequent artefacts in historical films. Possible
reasons for dust and dirt are an improper storage environment or pollution
during the duplication process. One significant characteristic of these artefacts
is that the pollution is local on the film material and thus they occur only in
one frame of the image sequence. The visible effect in a movie is the
appearance of bright or dark spots.

Image vibrations originate in the limited mechanical accuracy of film transporting systems in
movie cameras or duplication equipment and in the unstable camera
attachment during the shooting.

Mold:

Frame Nr.  1                 5                10                 15                20

Mold has its origin in the improper storage environment of the film material.
The visible results are smooth, large area brightness variations over multiple
frames of an image sequence or distortions like in Object 1 on next page.

Scratches appear in the direction of the film strip over more than one frame on the film. They
are caused by film transport or by the developing process, when there are
particles in the developers machine.

Flicker is visible global brightness variation from one frame to the next, which is typical
especially for historical black and white film. It is caused by irregular
exposure time of early movie cameras.

Heavily distorted or missing frames and global color variations have their origin in the long
storage time or the improper storage environment of the film material.

Captions and logos appear on a whole scene of the movie and are created in the duplication
step.

The decision of ‘What is an artefact?’ will be done by film experts. Algorithms for image
sequence analysis provide detailed information and restoration suggestions about a desired
artefact. An expert can follow these suggestions of the (semi)automatic analysis or can correct
analysis data before the artefact removal is done.
For full-automatic analysis and artefact removal a batch mode user interface is necessary. For
semi-automatic tasks a graphical user interface is essential. In this project phase we deal only
with artefacts, which can be detected and removed completely automatically.
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1.3  Requirements for Digital Film Restoration

An image sequence is a series of two-dimensional (2-D) images sequentially ordered in time or
space. Image sequence processing is applied in many different application areas, as for
example:

• Remote Sensing • Digital HDTV
• Medical image processing • Video on Demand (VoD)
• Robot Vision • Special Effects / Computer Animation
• Compression and Coding • Image Sequence Restoration (ISR)

All these application areas have similar requirements and research topics. Remote sensing and
medical image processing are challenging in terms of storage capacities. Digital HDTV, VoD,
compression (e.g. MPEG encoding) as well as robot vision are demanding on computing
power because of their real time requirements. Special effects and computer animation need
high computing power, since they use calculation intensive computer graphics algorithms. Due
to the large number of frames (130.000 for a 90 minutes film) and the high resolution of 35mm
film, in ISR1 we must deal with both, high storage capacity as well as high computing power.
For the restoration of 35mm film the following requirements are to be considered:

The spatial resolution of modern color films (about 70 lp/mm) and historical black and white
films (up to 100 lp/mm) lead to a digital spatial resolution of at least 4k (4096x2988 pixels, if
the aspect ratio is 4/3) for one frame of the image sequence.

The densitometric range of the film material enforces a pixel depth of at least 10 to 12
bit/sample by using linear quantization.

Thus the storage capacity for one color frame is about 45 MB, the required capacity for
storing a scanned 20 minute color film is about 1250 GB.

Object 1:  1/3 second analog film; about 360 Mbyte of digital data.

For a semi-automatic restoration a throughput of 1 frame/second (about 45 MB/second) is
desired. This results in a restoration time of 8 hours for 20 minutes of 35mm film. The
throughput defines the requirements of computing power, networking and viewing and also
influences the selection of the image processing algorithms.

                                               
1 ISR ... Image Sequence Restoration
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2.  Image Sequence Analysis

2.1  Pyramids

Introduction
Most algorithms for image sequence processing benefit in their efficiency from a
multiresolution representation. For some algorithms a pyramidal representation is essential.
First, a number of convolution masks are tested
and compared with regard to detail conservation
in the lower resolution levels, then the problem of
aliasing is discussed and finally image boundary
handling is described.
An image pyramid of a discrete image I is a
multiresolution representation of I. The raw
image is defined as level zero, lower resolutions
in the image pyramid are called with higher level
numbers (see Figure 2). The reduction of the
resolution from level to level is free, for
simplicity a factor of two is often used. We
reduced the resolution of an image  from one to
the next higher level by a factor of two in x- and
in y-direction (see Table 2), thus the number of
pixels decreases by a factor of four from level to
level. An important property of an image pyramid
is the low memory consumption. When the
memory need of a raw image is M(I), then the
memory consumption of the whole pyramid is
given by:

{ }M(I) =M(I) + ... M(I) ,Pyramide ⋅ + + + ≈ ⋅1 1331
4

1
16

1
64

To build up a higher level of an image pyramid first the image is smoothed and then
subsampled. Iterative applications of the filtering-subsampling process yields a multi-resolution
representation of the image I. The smoothing process corresponds to a low pass filtering of the
image. This can be done either in the frequency or in the spatial domain. For  efficiency the low
pass filtering is done by discrete convolution in the spatial domain:

[]( )I I x y I n m w x n c y m c
m

M

n

M
' , ( , ) ( , )= ⋅ + − + −

==
∑∑

11

I ' ....... . filtered image
w ........ convolution weighting mask
M ....... size of the convolution weighting mask in x- and y-direction
c ........ constant, ( )c M= + 1 2/

The convolution mask or generating kernel has determining influence on the properties of the
image pyramid, thus different kinds of convolution masks are compared.

L3

L2

L1

L0

Figure 2:  Image pyramid generated
with Piecewise Cubic Fitting kernel.
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Gaussian kernels

Gaussian like function kernels were introduced by Burt and can be found in [Burt 83a] for
building up a compact image representation for coding and analysis tasks. He proposed the
following set of constraints:

(a) Normalization

w m n
m

M

n

M

( , )
==
∑∑ =

11
1

The property domain is kept at its previous value (gain is one, no attenuation or ampli-
fication).

(b) Symmetry

∀ = + − = + − = + − + −m n w m n w M m n w m M n w M m M n, ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )1 1 1 1

This constraint is a consequence of the absence of an absolute coordinate system in an image.
No direction is a priori emphasized.

(c) Unimodality

0 ≤ ≤w m n w p q( , ) ( , ) for m p M≤ < 2 and n q M≤ < 2

This constraint guarantees that the larger weights will be at the center of the mask. Thus it
contributes to preserving the continuity of the signal.

(d)  Separability

A 2-D kernel is separable if it can be expressed as the product of two 1-D kernels, which
results in a smaller computational cost.

w t= ⋅ω ω1 2

The particular case ω ω ω1 2= =  is generally assumed when working with symmetric
convolution kernels.

(e) Equal contribution to the next level

To avoid distortions of the signal this constraint stipulates that all nodes at a level must
contribute the same total weight (=1/4) to nodes at the next higher level of the pyramid. For
example a 5 by 5 separable mask:

ω = [ ]c b a b c

Each even node is once a central point (weighting a) and twice a border point (weighting c).
Odd nodes are weighted twice by b. Thus

a c b+ ⋅ = ⋅2 2 ⇒ c b a= − 2

The normalization constraint gives

a b c+ ⋅ + ⋅ =2 2 1 ⇒ b = 1 4
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By applying the constraints with different values for a  we get different kernels:

a = 0 4. ⇒ ω = [ . . . . . ]0 05 0 25 0 4 0 25 0 05 Gaussian-like;

a = 0 5. ⇒ ω = [ . . . ]0 0 25 05 0 25 0 triangular;

a = 0 6. ⇒ ω = − −[ . . . . . ]0 05 0 25 0 6 0 25 0 05 trimodal;

The triangular kernel is equivalent to a binomial mask of order two, which is very efficient to
implement. The trimodal kernel violates the unimodality constraint because it has a negative
extremum before it converges to zero.

Piecewise Fitting Kernels

A completely different approach is proposed by [Chin 92]. Continuous piecewise surfaces are
fitted to the intensity functions. The fittings are optimal in the sense that the mean square error
between them and the original intensity functions is minimized. The normalization, symmetry,
separability and equal contribution constraint is fulfilled by this class of kernels. The
unimodality constraint is attenuated to:

w m n w p q( , ) ( , )≤ for m p M≤ < 2 and n q M≤ < 2

The closer a value is to the center pixel of the convolution mask, the stronger it effects the
filtered pixel value, although its effect can be negative. One example of this class of kernels is
the Piecewise Cubic Fitting Kernel with the weights:

distance from center pixel 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
weight 0.646 0.306 -0.109 -0.075 0.047 0.025 -0.014 -0.008

Table 1:  Weights of a Piecewise Cubic Fitting Kernel.

For the preparation of a convolution mask with a desired width (e.g. 5) the appropriate number
of weights can be taken directly from

ω = − −[ . . . . . ]011 0 3 0 64 0 3 011

Optimal Generating Kernels

[Meer 87] proposed a generating kernel that minimizes information loss during the process of
resolution reduction when producing the next higher pyramid level. It is constructed to
approximate the filtering behavior of a low-pass filter with a perfect rectangular frequency
response. A kernel with such an ideal response has the shape of the sinc function with infinite
span. To obtain a realizable kernel of finite size, they used the equiripple approximation of an
ideal low-pass filter [Oppe 75]. By setting a certain ripple level, the kernel weights can be
derived:

  ω = − −[ . . . . . . . ]0 0 051 0 0 087 0 0 298 0 475 0 298 0 0 087 0 0 051 0

The kernel satisfies the normalization, symmetry and separability constraint, but not the equal
contribution. The  unimodality constraint, which was mentioned at the Piecewise Fitting
Kernels, is fulfilled. A relatively big mask size is used for this kernel, but computation time can
be spared when we take into account that multiplication with zeros in the kernel is not
necessary.
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Detail Preservation over multiple pyramid levels

The kernels, mentioned above, are compared with respect to the ability of detail preservation
over multiple levels of an image pyramid. Detail preservation is an important feature for
hierarchical algorithms, which are using results from higher pyramid levels as an estimate for
the calculations in the next lower level.
An example for such an algorithm is a hierarchical motion matcher. The motion estimation of
one pyramid level is used as a prediction for the next lower level. It is then refined and once
again used for the next lower level. To get an accurate motion estimation at the lowest level it
is necessary  to have accurate motion estimation at the higher levels, which is only possible
when the pyramid representation is sharp. Figure 3 shows the levels of an image pyramid
generated with different kernels. For easier comparison all pyramid levels are expanded to the
same size in the printing stage.

Gaussian Kernel  Piecewise Cubic Opt. Generating
       Fitting Kernel Kernel

 a = 0 4. a = 0 5. a = 0 6.

L3

L2

L1

Figure 3:  Blurring of different kernels for image pyramid generation.

All kernels in Figure 3 blur out more or less in the higher pyramid levels. Most blurring is done
with the Gaussian Kernels with low values for the coefficient a, resulting in a relatively flat
kernel structure with no negative coefficients. Much blurring is also visible with the Optimal
Generating Kernel. It is constructed for optimal frequency decomposition and thus in higher
pyramid levels the gray value of a pixel tends to the direct part of  the surrounding gray values.
This constructive property effects a low contrast image structure in high pyramid levels. Sharp
images are produced by the Gaussian Kernel with high values for the coefficient a (a=0.6).
The subjective best impression is given by the Piecewise Cubic Fitting Kernel, which generates
the sharpest images in this comparison. This kernel should be preferred for the generation of a
lower resolution representation of an image, when high contrast and sharpness are the most
important properties.
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Aliasing Effects over multiple pyramid levels

Different kernels for image pyramid
generation are compared with respect to
aliasing effects over multiple levels of the
image pyramid. In periodic image structures
aliasing produces artefacts, which should be
as small as possible. Many algorithms in
image sequence processing  work on image
pyramids, where algorithmic results derived
from higher pyramid levels influence the
result at lower ones. Thus aliasing artefacts
in higher levels cannot be ignored. A
generated test image can be seen in Figure
4. It includes periodic structures in every
direction over a wide range of wave-lengths
of the periodic signal (the  wavelength
decreases to the lower right corner).
Aliasing artefacts can be visualized by a
simple image pyramid generation of this test
image with different generating kernels (see
Figure 5). For easier comparison all pyramid levels are expanded to the same size in the
printing stage. Aliasing of the printer is visible in the original and in all images of level L1.

 Gaussian Kernel  Piecewise Cubic Opt. Generating
     Fitting Kernel Kernel

 a = 0 4. a = 0 5. a = 0 6.

L3

L2

L1

Figure 5:  Aliasing of different kernels for image pyramid generation.

Figure 4:  Original (size L0).
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Artefacts, which are produced by the pyramid generation process itself, appear first in the
images at level L2, especially with the Piecewise Cubic Fitting Kernel and the Gaussian
Kernel (a=0.6). Significant differences between the kernels can be seen in level L3 and higher
ones. Most aliasing artefacts are generated by the Piecewise Cubic Fitting Kernel (see level L3
at low wavelength image structure) followed by the Gaussian Kernel (a=0.6). Both kernels
are small ( 5 5× ) and have negative weights. With the Gaussian Kernel (a=0.5) less artefacts
are produced, but the image is also blurred. Aliasing artefacts are minimal with the Gaussian
Kernel (a=0.4) but blurring is the dominant property of this kernel. The Gaussian Kernels
(a=0.4) and (a=0.5) are small ( 5 5× ) and ( 3 3× ) with no negative weights. The Optimal
Generating Kernel provides low aliasing in each direction of the periodic structure combined
with medium blurring, which is founded in the approximation of an ideal low-pass filter. The
drawback is the theoretical size of  (11 11× ) which can be reduced by proper implementation
to a size of ( 7 7× ) in practice.

Image Boundary Handling
Image pyramid generation is done by a discrete convolution of the image with a convolution
kernel. Traditionally convolution boundaries are handled by circular convolution. That is, the
image is treated as one period of a periodic signal. This often produces poor results because it
associates the image content near one boundary with that near the opposite boundary.
Especially for natural scenes this is an area of discontinuity during the circular convolution
process. There are many alternatives for handling edges.
One possibility is the expansion of the image on its boundaries. Let f(n) be a one-dimensional
signal, indexed by a discrete variable n, with n=0 corresponding to the sample on an image
border. Then we define an edge-handling mechanism (for this border) by assigning a value for
the function f at negative values of n. Several example methods are:

1. Expand the image with the value of the edge pixel: f(-n) = f(0).

2. Reflect the image about  its edge pixel f(0): f(-n) = f(n).

3. [Burt 83b] proposed a solution involving interpolation all around
the image. A continuous expansion with constant first derivative
and disappearing second derivative is given by: f(-n) = 2. f(0) - f(n).

4. Return zero for the convolution inner product whenever the
filter kernel overhangs an edge of the image.

For blurring and pyramid filtering operations we have found that reflection (item 2) is
preferable. The necessary image expansion size, the border, depends on the resolution of the
raw image, the number of generated levels and the width of the used generating kernel. During
the image pyramid generation each level is convoluted with the kernel; thus in each level of the
pyramid the border must be wider than half the size of the generating kernel. The  pyramid
dimensions for generating kernels with a width up to five can be seen in Table 2. The pyramid
size in x- and y-direction during the generation process is given by the raw size plus twice the
border size.
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Pyramid Resolution [pixel]
Level Digital Video (CCIR 601) 2k 4k

raw size border raw size border raw size border
L0 720 x 576 32 2048 x 1536 64 4096 x 3072 128
L1 360 x 288 16 1024 x 768 32 2048 x 1536 64
L2 180 x 144 8 512 x 384 16 1024 x 768 32
L3 90 x 72 4 256 x 192 8 512 x 384 16
L4 45 x 36 2 128 x 96 4 256 x 192 8
L5 64 x 48 2 128 x 96 4
L6 64 x 48 2

Table 2:  Image pyramid sizes; the border is necessary only during the pyramid generation process.

Conclusions for the Limelight project

There is no ideal filter kernel for image pyramid generation. A compromise between blurring,
aliasing and the computational effort must be found. In the Limelight project real world image
sequences are predominant, thus aliasing has a lower priority than detail preservation over
multiple pyramid levels.
The kernel which produced the sharpest images in this comparison, the Piecewise Cubic
Fitting Kernel, has its drawback  in the high aliasing artefacts. The kernel with less aliasing and
medium sharpness, the Optimal Generating Kernel, is computationally expensive. A
compromise could be the Gaussian Kernels (a=0.5) or (a=0.6), which generate sharp images
by medium to high aliasing artefacts and low computational cost. Especially for the Gaussian
Kernels (a=0.5) a very fast implementation is possible.
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2.2  Motion Estimation

Introduction
It has been shown that for analysis of image sequences, for detection of many artefacts and for
restoration of image sequences motion information is essential.
In the analysis of image sequences motion information, the optic flow, is used to detect object
boundaries, to do a segmentation of visual scenes, to track objects or to compress an image
sequence for efficient transmission. The knowledge of optic flow is necessary for analysis of
many artefacts, since the appearance of artefacts as well as local motion produces local
brightness and structural variations in an image sequence. Artefacts can be detected more
reliably when local motion information is available.
During the restoration process, local motion information is necessary e.g. for the replacement
of areas which are occluded by artefacts. The image information from the neighboring frames
is used to fill this artefact area. The accurate fit of the neighboring frame content is only
possible if the motion information for this area is available. Another application field of local
motion is found for several filtering tasks (see Figure 6). The difference between the Kalman
filtered image and the Kalman filtered image with motion compensation is mainly visible in fast
moving regions such as the left hand in front of the tie or the cube in the right hand. Temporal
filtering without motion compensation leads to blurring and transparency effects.

Original Kalman Filtered Kalman Filtered
with motion compensation

Figure 6:   Source: [Seza 93] pp. 370-371.

There are many different approaches for local motion estimation. An overview on motion
analysis and applications on image sequence processing is given in [Seza 93] and [Teka 95].
Motion cannot be calculated because of the discrete sampling of real object motion in natural
scenes, it can only be estimated. A description of fundamental limits in estimating motion is
given in [Seza 93] / Chapter 5.
One approach for local motion estimation, namely feature vector matching, which is currently
used in the Limelight project, is explained in detail.
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Feature Vector Matching

The Feature Vector Matching approach was proposed in [Paar 92] for stereo matching tasks,
but can be adapted for local motion estimation in image sequences. Most matching techniques
deal with just one or, at most two, different properties of an image. These include gray levels,
edges, corners, regions, local phase or other local features. A natural extension of this property
based matching philosophy is to use a combination of many of these features in connection
with a hierarchical image representation that would lead to a significant improvement of the
registration, especially in terms of robustness. Such a method combines the advantages which
are equalized by the large variety of features. This approach is based upon the idea of creating
a feature vector for each pixel (-surrounding) and comparing these features in the image to be
registered. The principles can be described as follows:
1. Create a set of feature images for both the reference and the search image (see Figure 7).

These features are derived from local properties in the surroundings of each pixel. The size
of the windows depends on the feature to be calculated. The feature images have the same
geometry as their input images (reference and search image, respectively). Hence, the
contents of these feature images describe a feature vector fi j

→

,  for each pixel location (i,j) in
both the reference and search image with the following features:

f

f

f

→
=



















1

8

.

.

f1  ... Local 5 5× average
f2  ... Local 5 1×  edge operator

(Edge strength horizontal)
f3  ... Local 1 5×  edge operator

(Edge strength vertical)
f4  ... Local 7 1×  edge operator

(Highpass horizontal)
f5  ... Local 1 7×  edge operator

(Highpass vertical)
f6  ... Local 13 1×  edge operator

(Highpass horizontal)
f7  ... Local 1 13×  edge operator

(Highpass vertical)
f8  ... Local 5 5×  variance

Search Window

Reference Vector
Search Window

Minimum Distance Vector

feature 1
feature 2

feature 3

feature 1
feature 2

feature 3

Disparity: x=3, y=1

Figure 7:  Feature Vector Matching
scheme Source: [Paar 92].

f1  ...

1 1 2 1 1
1 3 5 3 1
2 5 8 5 2
1 3 5 3 1
1 1 2 1 1

,divisor = 60, weight = 20

f2  ... 2 1 0 1 2− − ,divisor =  4, weight = 10
f3  ... 2 1 0 1 2− − ,divisor =  4, weight = 10
f4  ... 1 0 1 0 1 0 1− − ,divisor =  2, weight = 15
f5  ... 1 0 1 0 1 0 1− − ,divisor =  2, weight = 15
f6  ... 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2− − − − − ,divisor =  8, weight = 15
f7  ... 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2− − − − − ,divisor =  8, weight = 15
f8  ... weight = 50
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The number of features can be reduced to approximately five. A statistical analysis of feature
selection can be found in [Pölz 95].
Divisor is a normalization factor which divides the convolution result. Highpass kernels are
added an offset of 128 to stay within the limits of unsigned char:

result
convolution
divisor

offset= +∑

the weight is multiplied to the feature:

featdist f ref f search weighti i
i

i= − ∗
=
∑

1

8

2. Compare feature vectors of the reference and the search image to get homologue points:

A correspondence to a reference vector r i j
→

, is searched in the searchspace σ  with

[ ] [ ]σ δ δ δ δ= ∈ − + ∈ − +


→
s k i i i i l j j j jk l, / , , ,

( , )i j ... expected coordinates
( , )δδi j ... extension of search space

The best correspondence is found on position ( , )k l0 0  in the search image with

r s r si j k l
s

i j
→ →

∈

→ →
− = −, , ,min0 0 σ

with each difference component weighted by the respective weight using the absolute
difference as metric. Result of this step is a set of two images (row disparities, column
disparities).

3. Median filter the resulting disparity map and interpolate undefined disparities.

4. Check matching consistency by backmatching: The reference image is called the left and the
search image is called the right one. Each left pixel ( , )i jl l  that could be matched to a
correspondence ( , )i jr r  is checked by using the entry ( , )i jr r  on the right disparity map. If
( , )i jr r  has a correspondence ( , )i jr

l
r
l  in the left image, its coordinate difference to ( , )i jl l  is

measured. Only if this difference is below a given threshold, the match is confined.

5. Repeat step 1 to step 4 down to level 0 of the image pyramid.
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Robust behavior by Multiresolution:

The features listed above provide a robust
behavior against scaling and rotation. The
invariance of the search space size to these
image properties can be provided by a
hierarchical image representation. In our case,
a 3 3×  Gauss pyramid is built for each of the
two images (see Figure 8). The number of
levels depends on the maximum expected
disparity. For each of these levels the above
mentioned features are generated. Beginning
with the top level, a disparity map is created
for this resolution. For each of the next higher
resolutions, the disparity derived above is
used to begin the search in the search image
for the best correspondence on each pixel
(see Figure 10).

The search space can be reduced to 3 3×  pixels at this step with the assumption that the match
at the above level has an accuracy better than ½ pixel. Assuming an accuracy of 1 ½ pixels in
column and ½ pixels in row direction, this leads to 7 3×  pixels search space (see Figure 9).
Median filtering is carried out on the disparity map to remove "salt and pepper" noise. To
provide backmatching (reference-to-search image, search image-to-reference), matching is
done in both directions. The result of this process is a set of pixels with ambiguous matching
results. On these pixels, the disparity map has to be interpolated again.
The whole matching procedure is called Hierarchical Feature Vector Matching (HFVM).

Gauss 3 x 3

spatial feature

Figure 8: Feature Pyramid  Source: [Paar 92].
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Figure 9: Disparity refinement from level n to n-1.
Source: [Paar 92].
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Figure 10: Top down matching. Source:[Paar 92].
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Motion Estimation with HFVM

The HFVM matcher was proposed for stereo matching tasks, but is adaptable for local motion
estimation in image sequences. The estimation scheme mentioned above is applied to
consecutive frames of the image sequence. The parameters of the matcher were adapted for the
image sequence case by setting the search space to 3 3×  pixels and the median filter size to a
high value (a width of about nine) because of massive noise and dust occurrence in historical
black and white film.
Two consecutive frames of an image sequence can be seen in Figure 11 a) and b). The
resulting motion field is stored as a two channel image, one for row and one for column
disparities (see Figure 11 c) and d) ). A medium gray value is corresponding to no disparity
between the consecutive frames, a brighter or darker gray value indicates motion.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 11:  a) Frame Ik   b) Frame Ik + 1   c) Disparities in row-direction  d) Disparities in column-
direction.

The maximum storage accuracy of the disparities is 1/16 pixels for each direction, the real
accuracy of the matcher is in the range of ½ pixels. The subpixel accuracy is an important
property of a motion matcher, since it allows motion estimation on lower resolution without
loss of motion information for the raw size of the image. In video resolution the motion is
estimated down to half the full resolution (level L1) in an image pyramid. This dense motion
field must be expanded by a factor of two in each direction, when it is used for calculations on
raw image size (level L0).
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Experiments have shown that the HFVM is able to match large disparities (fast motions) in a
very robust way because of the hierarchical approach and the selection of features, which are
invariant to scaling and rotation of image contents. Computing resources are comparable to
similar hierarchical approaches.
A natural limit for such an approach is reached in the border area (occluding regions) of fast
moving objects. This situation enforces discontinuities in the motion field, which are in
contradiction to the smoothness constraint of the disparity estimation scheme. This smoothness
constraint follows from the fact, that disparity refinement in level N-1 uses the disparity of level
N as prediction (see Figure 9). A drawback of the HFVM matcher is the nervous motion field
in areas where constant or no object motion is apparent in the image sequence.
Improvement of motion estimation is possible, when motion information of more frames (more
than two consecutive frames) is used. The property of smooth motion over multiple frames can
be used to increase the reliability in difficult scenes, e.g. when local image content changes
significantly from frame to frame, because of sparse sampling.
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Motion Compensation

Many algorithms on image sequences work
along motion trajectories, which connect
corresponding image parts from frame to frame
in the direction of the time axis (see Figure 12).
"If processing of an image sequence combines
data along an estimated motion trajectory, it is
common to talk about motion compensation.
This is opposed to motion adaptation, a term
which is used for systems that switch between
two modes, one for still image contents, one for
moving image contents, but that do not take into account magnitude and direction of the
motion vector. A motion adaptive system requires a motion detector, while a motion
compensating system requires a motion estimator."2

In our case motion compensation is used for comparison of consecutive frames in the image
sequence. Thus we want to match the image content of frame Ik  with that of frame Ik + 1 . This
motion compensation process can be called warping. Input data for this process are the frame
Ik  and the estimated local motion between Ik  and Ik + 1 , result is the warped frame Ik

W , whose
content coincides with that of Ik + 1 .

The warping scheme (Figure 13) is as follows:

Each pixel ( , )x y  is displaced by the row- and column-disparity of the estimated local motion
( . , . )disp x disp y  and does not necessarily coincide with the sampling grid of the result image
IW  because of the subpixel accuracy of the disparities. Interpolation between the neighboring
pixels of the displaced pixel coordinate ( . , . )x disp x y disp y+ +  is carried out.

Image  I Warped Image IW

x

y j

i

dj

di

disp.x, disp.y

Figure 13:  Motion Compensation by Warping.

                                               
2 [Seza 93], Chapter 5, p. 125

t

x
y

Figure 12:  Motion trajectory.
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The intensity value in the warped image IW  on grid coordinate ( , )i j  is given by:

I i j

w I x y

w
W

n n
n A

n
n A

ij

ij

( , )

( , )

= ∈

∈

∑
∑ with w di djn ≈ − −( )( )1 1

where Aij  is a 2 2×  area centered around the ( , )i j -pixel in the warped image IW , wn  is the

weight of the n th  point with intensity I x yn ( , )  from image I .
A result of this warping scheme can be seen in Figure 14. The gray value difference of two
images is used to indicate motion between them. The left image shows the gray value
difference between two consecutive frames of an image sequence ( Ik  and Ik + 1 ), the right one

shows the gray value difference between the warped first frame Ik
W  and the second frame Ik + 1 ,

the so-called displaced frame difference (DFD). When motion compensation works in an ideal
style the gray value difference should be caused only by artefacts and occlusion and not by
object motion.

Frame difference of Ik  and Ik + 1

from Figure 11 a) and b)
Displaced frame difference of Ik

W  and Ik + 1

(motion compensated)

Figure 14:  Motion Compensation.

Conclusions for the Limelight project

Local motion estimation is an essential part of image sequence analysis. The HFVM matcher is
able to estimate 2-frame motion in a very robust way. Further improvement of motion
estimation is possible when an occlusion model and multi frame information of smooth motion
is included directly in the motion estimation scheme. In addition this should also result in a
smoother motion field.
The warping algorithm, mentioned above, is a fast implementation for the motion
compensation task. A quality improvement is possible by using higher order interpolation
instead of the linear interpolation, but with the drawback of higher computational effort.
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2.3  Dust Detection

Introduction
One class of artefacts, as there are dust, dirt, partially or totally distorted frames, can be
detected automatically by observing the brightness along motion trajectories (see Figure 12).
These artefacts are either caused by pollution (dust and dirt) or by the improper storage
environment (partially or massive distorted frames). This results in a physical distortion of  the
film material, the so-called one frame distortions.
The shape of such artefacts varies over a wide range and is thus not a meaningful property for
detection of them. A significant characteristic is that all the artefacts occur only in one frame of
the image sequence.
By following the gray value of an image pixel
in the time direction (see Figure 15), the
artefacts produce significant peaks in the
resulting one-dimensional brightness signal,
which can be detected easily.
But local brightness variations in the time
direction are also caused by object motion
and image vibration. The gray value
difference of two consecutive frames, this is
the brightness difference in time direction, can
be seen in the left image of Figure 14. Object
motion causes the appearing gray value
difference in high gradient image areas. One
approach to compensate this effect is to observe the brightness along motion trajectories
instead of observing the brightness in the time direction. For this task the warping scheme,
mentioned above, is used. The effect can be seen in the right image of Figure 14. Object
motion is now compensated well, only in occluding areas a high gray value difference is
remaining.

Algorithm

The actual implementation is a three frame algorithm, which uses the two neighbors of the
center frame Ik , for which the one frame distortions are detected (see Figure 16).

Ik − 1 MC

MC

Ik

Ik
W
− 1

Ik + 1

Ik

Ik
W
+ 1

Classif .

d− 1

d+ 1

d+ − 1 Mask

:

:

Raw Image
 Sequence

MC-Image
 Sequence

Classification
     Images

Figure 16:  Detection of one frame distortions.

t

x
y

Figure 15:  Pixel brightness in time direction.
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First motion is compensated for the neighbor frames with the explained warping scheme.
Forward motion compensation is applied to the preceding neighbor frame Ik − 1 , resulting in the

image Ik
W
− 1 , where the moving image parts coincide spatially with that of the center frame.

Backward motion compensation is applied on the subsequent frame Ik + 1  with a similar result.
The following steps can work now with a motion compensated image sequence of three
frames, which are used to build up three classification images in the following way:

d x y I x y I x y x yk k
W

− −= − ∀1 1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,

d x y I x y I x y x yk k
W

+ += − ∀1 1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,

d x y I x y I x y x yk
W

k
W

+ − + −= − ∀1 1 1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,

Classification of the one frame distortions is done for each pixel with the formula:

Mask x y d x y th AND d x y th AND d x y th( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )= > > <− + + −1 1 11 1 2

An example is given in Figure 18. On the left side three frames of the raw image sequence can
be seen. On the right one the result of one frame distortion classification is visible. This
classification scheme works as follows: if there is an artefact in the center frame on position
(x,y), which is either brighter or darker than the motion compensated image content in the
preceding and subsequent frame on position (x,y), then d x y− 1( , )  and d x y+ 1( , )  have high gray
values. Furthermore, the gray value difference between the neighbor frames itself d x y+ − 1( , )  on
this position (x,y) is low, since the artefact is only appearing in the center frame. When these
three conditions are fulfilled for a certain pixel, then it is classified as a one frame distortion
pixel. The threshold values th1 and th2  were found experimentally with 30 and 45,
respectively.
An important question is, how is this scheme working with occlusions in the image sequence.
"Occlusion refers to the
covering / uncovering of a
surface due to 3-D rotation
and translation of an object
which occupies only part of
the field of view. The covered
and uncovered background
concepts are illustrated in
Figure 17, where the object
indicated by the solid lines
translates in the x direction
from time t to t’. Let the index
of the frames at time t and t’
be k and k+1, respectively.
The dotted region in the frame
k indicates the background to
be covered in frame k+1. Thus it is not possible to find a correspondence for these pixels in
frame k+1. The dotted region in frame k+1 indicates the background uncovered by the motion
of the object. There is no correspondence for these pixels in frame k."3

                                               
3 [Teka 95], Chapter 5, p. 78

Figure 17: The covered/uncovered background problem.
Source: [Teka 95], Chapter 5, p. 78.
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Ik − 1

Ik

Ik + 1

a) Three consecutive frames of the raw image
sequence

b) Classified one frame distortion  pixels

Figure 18: Dust and dirt classification.

When only two consecutive frames of an image sequence are used for one frame distortion
detection, it is not possible to distinguish between artefacts and occluding regions because of
the covered/uncovered background problem. When using three or more consecutive frames of
the image sequence it is possible to reconstruct the whole image content of the center frame,
since uncovered background can be reconstructed either by image content of the preceding
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frame(s) or by the content of the subsequent frame(s). Thus three motion compensated frames
are at least necessary to find one frame distortion well. In Figure 19 a) an image sequence with
fast object motion can be seen. In frame Ik − 1  the face area of the woman in the background is

an uncovered region. In frame Ik
W
− 1  of the motion compensated image sequence in Figure 19 b)

it is visible that no image content is available for this image area after motion compensation. If
only two frames would be used to detect one frame distortions, this occluding area would also
be detected as an artefact. By using the motion compensated third frame Ik

W
+ 1  this problem can

be decreased. The face area of the woman, which cannot be reconstructed in image Ik
W
− 1  is

visible in image Ik
W
+ 1 .

The scheme for detecting one frame distortions sets a mask pixel only if there is no image
content similarity from the center frame Ik   in forward and in backward direction and if there
is an image content similarity between the preceding frame Ik − 1  and the subsequent frame Ik + 1 .
Two of these three conditions are not fulfilled for occluding areas and thus they are suppressed
in the classification of one frame distortions  (see Figure 19 c) ).

Ik − 1 Ik
W
− 1

Ik Ik

Ik + 1 Ik
W
+ 1

a) Three consecutive frames of the
raw image sequence with fast
object motion

b)   Motion compensated image
sequence from a)

c) Classified one frame distortion
pixels

Figure 19: Dust and dirt classification for fast moving image content.
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On the classified one frame distortions a post-processing step is necessary. The real area,
which is occluded by an artefact is bigger than the area of the classified pixels. This is caused
by the gray value distribution of such artefacts. In the center area of a bright or dark spot the
gray value difference to the neighbor frames is significant, while at the border this difference
decreases to zero. Therefore, the border pixels of a bright or dark spot are not classified with
the method mentioned above. To get the right mask for replacement of one frame distortions
the resulting mask of the classification is prepared with the morphological dilate operator. It
has been shown that the size of dilation depends on the area of found artefacts. If the area is
bigger, also a higher dilation size is necessary (see Figure 20  a) and b) ).

a) Classified one frame distortion pixels b) Mask for replacement of one frame distortions

Figure 20: One frame distortion mask dilation.
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2.4  Image Vibration Detection

Introduction
Image vibration is a typical artefact of historical movies but is already appearing in a reduced
form in modern ones. Vibrations originate with the limited accuracy of the film transporting
system in the movie camera or the duplication machine. A second reason can be an unstable
camera attachment during the shooting. The effect is that all the image content is moving from
frame to frame on the image plane with a limited degree of freedom. The image content can be
translated, rotated or scaled, which can be described as a 2-D motion problem.
2-D motion is the projection of object motion in the real space onto the image plane. For
example, when an object is moving towards the image plane, the size of its image is expanding.
Since the projection is accomplished by a camera, the 2-D motion can be produced by the
camera itself. One way of describing 2-D motion involves the use of motion models. Motion
models are specified by a set of parameters naturally called motion parameters. Motion
parameters provide a very efficient means to describe 2-D motion when compared with dense
motion fields, which are represented by one motion vector (disparity) per pixel.
Motion models can be classified by the number of parameters. A two parameter motion model
is capable of describing translational motion in x- and y direction. Any motion can be
approximated by piecewise translation of small blocks (e.g. MPEG Coding), but a good
approximation can only be achieved by a large number of small blocks. When a larger block
size is used (up to the whole image) a more complicated motion model is necessary.
A four parameter motion model is capable of describing translational motion, rotation and
scaling, which fits with our requirement to model pan, tilt, rotation and zoom in an image
sequence. These four parameters can be estimated for the whole image size, therefore, they are
called the global motion parameters.
There are two approaches to estimate global motion parameters. One goes through the stage
of estimating optical flow for a distinct number of points of interest and the other estimates the
motion parameters directly from the image sequence. In the first approach, the correspondence
between pixels or features in two successive frames has to be established to fit the desired
motion model to the motion found for the feature points. The problem is to find good feature
points, especially if image content is partially distorted or very noisy.
In the second approach, the correspondence problem is avoided. Motion parameters are
estimated by using low level information only. The algorithm is a differential algorithm making
use of the spatial and temporal gradient of an image. In our case of distorted and noisy film this
second approach is the more robust one.
The basic algorithm is applied in conjunction with motion compensated iteration and a multi-
resolution approach to improve the accuracy and the measuring range of the method. First we
assumed that the motion parameters are the same everywhere within one frame, then a local
motion mask was introduced, to exclude local moving objects from the area of interest for the
global parameter estimation algorithm. The result is that the dominant object with its dominant
motion is tracked through an image sequence. Dominant motion includes image vibration, but
also pan, tilt, rotation and zoom is estimated.
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Algorithm

The global motion estimation algorithm used was proposed by [Wu 90]. Detailed information
about the motion model definition and parameter estimation can be found in this paper, only a
summary is presented here. They defined the following four parameter motion model:

x a x a y a
y a x a y a
'
'
= − +
= + +

1 2 3

2 1 4

(2.4.1)

A pixel at ( , )x y  in frame k moves to the new position ( ' , ' )x y  in frame k+1. The core of the
parameter estimation algorithm is a differential technique based on a Taylor series expansion of
the image signal.
"Let I x yk ( , ) denote the intensity level of the pixel at position ( , )x y  in the kth frame. When
there exists motion, the pixel in the kth frame would move to a new position ( ' , ' )x y  in the
(k+1)st frame. By using the motion model, mentioned above, the new position ( ' , ' )x y  is
given. If we assume that the change in pixel intensity is solely due to motion, which is
unrealistic, then

I x y I x yk k( , ) ( ' , ' )= + 1

By employing a Taylor series expansion of I x yk + 1( , )  around the image point ( , )x y  with
respect to x and y we can write
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where n(x,y) represents the third and higher order terms of the expansion, which is neglected
hereafter."4  In this place the Taylor series was limited to the second order term, during the
following derivation in the paper also the second order terms could be neglected resulting in a
simpler first order derivative equation
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4 [Wu 90], p. 73
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"Variables a a1 4,..,  are the motion parameters that we want to estimate and the rest are
measurable quantities. Image gradients G x yx ( , )  and G x yy ( , )  are approximated by half the
difference of the two neighboring pixels of the current pixel. Since there are four unknowns in
the equation, we need at least four equations, or four pixels, to solve for the motion
parameters. Usually, it is applied to a large number of pixels and the motion parameters are
estimated by linear regression."5

In our implementation we applied it to all pixels of two successive frames, except a small
border to avoid possible problems. Motion parameters are estimated by an adapted Numerical
Recipes6 linear regression function lfit(). The adaptation was necessary since the
Numerical Recipes provide linear regression by default only for the two dimensional case and
not for a multi-dimensional fit as in our case.

Motion compensated iteration

The magnitude of motion must be small with respect to the image gradient for the result in
(2.4.2) to hold because of the neglections which were made there before. There are two
approaches to fulfill this condition.
The first, is to suppress high frequency parts in the images by low pass filtering. This approach
widens the range in which the gradient is an indication for global parameter optimization and is
not only changing in a local region, which would lead to wrong results within the global
parameter optimization scheme. An example is given in Table 3. A test image pair was
prepared by shifting the underlying image in Figure 22 a)  in x- and y-direction. The translation
in x-direction ( a3 ) and in y-direction ( a4 ) was chosen with 2 pixels at the raw image size. In
this case the image was not scaled or rotated. The global parameter estimation algorithm was
applied on this image pair at the half resolution (level 1) with different box filter sizes, varying
from width 3 to 9. As can be seen in Table 3 b) the accuracy increases when the filter size
increases, but is relatively far away from the ground truth parameters. Further growing of filter
size leads to unreliable and more inaccurate results because the choice of high box filter width
is equivalent to a low pass filter with a low cut-off frequency, resulting in flat, low contrast
images.
In the second approach a good initial estimate must be obtainable in such a manner, that the
difference between an initial estimate and the true parameters is sufficiently small. Then an
update, which is an estimate of the small difference, can be obtained by applying the algorithm
described above. After that, the update can be combined with the initial estimate to obtain a
better result. One possibility for an initial estimate is temporal iteration, where the result
obtained from the previous frame is taken as the initial estimate. This works well e.g. in a pan
situation, when pan velocity is constant for a number of frames. It does not work in the case of
massive image vibration, since the apparent motion originated from image vibrations is not
constant and thus the result obtained from the previous frame is not useable as prediction for
the current one.

                                               
5 compare [Wu 90], p. 74
6 [Press 92], pp. 671 - 680
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A second possibility for getting a good
initial estimate is multi-resolution
iteration (see Figure 21). The motion
parameter estimate is first obtained
from a lower resolution representation
(higher level). The magnitude of
motion in this case is less than in full
resolution because if the image
pyramid is subsampled by a factor of
two in each level then also the
apparent motion decreases by a factor
of two in each level. First a pyramid is
built up for the image pair Ik  and
Ik + 1 . The initial motion vector
M a a a a0 1 2 3 4= ( , , , )  is set to
( . , . , . , . )1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , which corresponds to no scaling, no rotation and no translation between the
image pair. The first motion vector estimate ∆ M1  is done on the highest pyramid level. The
initial motion vector M0  is now updated with ∆ M1  to obtain the better result M1. In the
next higher level (Level=1) the representation of the image Ik  is warped with the parameters in
M1, so that the already found, but inaccurate, motion between the image pair is compensated.
The following parameter estimation between the registered images, the warped image Ik  and
image Ik + 1 , provides only a small motion vector difference ∆ M2 , which is used to update the
motion estimate M1 of the last pyramid level, resulting in a new, more accurate, motion vector
M2 . This scheme is continued until the highest pyramid level is reached.
Warping of an entire image with the motion parameters a a1 4,..,  is done by calculating the
displacements of the four corner points (by formula (2.4.1) ), which are then used to apply
linear interpolation to all image points inside these four corner points with a standard function
from [Xite 95].
During the multi-resolution iteration process an update scheme for motion parameters is used:
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(2.4.3)

It is useful to combine the approach of low pass filtering with that of multi-resolution
iteration, since low pass filtering provides a good noise suppression while multi-resolution
iteration makes higher accuracy of the estimated motion parameters possible. The result of
such a combination can be seen in Table 3 c). The multi-resolution iteration was running from
level 4 down to level 1 with experimentally determined filter sizes. The result is much closer to
the optimal ground truth parameter than when using low pass filtering only.

                                               
7 compare [Berg 92] p. 890
8 [Wu 90], p. 75

Figure 21:  Multi-resolution iteration.7
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a1 a2 a3 a4

a) Ground truth 1.0 0.0 2.0 2.0

b) Low pass filter
Level / Type / Width

1     /  Box   /      9 1.00002 0.00001 1.96 1.95
1     /  Box   /      7 1.00005 0.00001 1.94 1.94
1     /  Box   /      5 1.00005 0.00004 1.93 1.91
1     /  Box   /      3 1.00004 0.00012 1.89 1.82

c) Multi-resolution iteration with low pass filter
Level / Type / Width

4     /  Box   /      5 0.99884 0.00027 2.46 2.35
3     /  Box   /      7 0.99987 0.00008 2.05 2.11
2     /  Box   /      9 1.00003 0.00002 1.96 1.96
1     /  Box   /      9 1.00002 0.00002 2.01 1.99

Table 3:  Global motion estimation results of a x- and y-shifted image pair.

Local motion exclusion

In the motion compensated iteration scheme we assumed that the motion parameters are the
same everywhere within the whole image, but in practice this assumption rarely holds. Moving
objects undergo different motions (see Figure 22 b)). High gray value difference indicates
object motion. The background as well as the person is moving, but in different directions and
with a different amount. What we want to find is an object, whose motion is a representation
for image vibration. An approach is to take that object, which has the biggest region of support
in the image, called the dominant object with the dominant motion. The task is now to prepare
a local motion mask to exclude local moving objects from the region of support of the
dominant object. A segmentation of the dominant object can be done in the scheme mentioned
above by searching the region of support of an already found motion. This region is then used
in the parameter estimation computation (2.4.2) to exclude those pixels from the estimation,
which are not in the region, resulting in a more accurate motion estimation for the dominant
object. The region of support detection is applied in each iteration step, thus the local motion
mask is refined from higher level down to the lower ones (see Figure 23).

a) Frame Ik b) Absolute frame difference of  Ik  and Ik + 1

Figure 22:  Different moving objects.
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Level a) Absolute difference of registered frames Ik

and Ik + 1

 b) Local motion mask

L3

L2

L1

L0

Figure 23:  Multi resolution iteration with local motion exclusion.
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In Figure 23 the background is found as a dominant object. In the first iteration step at level 4
the background is not registered perfectly (see Figure 23a)). In the area of the upper left corner
a structured gray value difference appears, which indicats motion in the background area. With
application of the prepared local motion mask in the next iteration step at level 3 the accuracy
increases. At level 0 only noise, dust and locally moving objects appear as a gray value
difference, all the background area is registered well and thus the four dominant object motion
parameters a a1 4,..,  are found. In Figure 24 one of the four parameters ( a2 ) is shown for a
whole scene. Since motion parameters a a1 4,..,  always describe the dominant motion between
two consecutive frames, we call the resulting signal the image vibration disparity signal.

Figure 24:  Change of image vibration over a 250-frame image sequence.

Dominant object segmentation

Once a motion has been determined, we would like to identify the region belonging to the
motion (the local motion mask is given by regions not having this motion). To simplify the
problem the two images are registered using the detected motion. The motion of the
corresponding region is canceled after registration and the tracked region is stationary in the
registered images. The segmentation problem is reduced to identify stationary regions in the
registered images. As can be seen from Figure 23a), the absolute difference of the registered
images Ik  and Ik + 1  is a good base for this segmentation task.
The intensity difference caused by motion is also affected by the magnitude of the gradient in
the direction of the movement. Small motion of an edge causes high gray value difference,
when the movement is perpendicular to the edge. Only bigger motion should be detected.
Therefore, rather than useing only the gray value difference as a motion measure for classifying
pixels, the gray value difference scaled by the gradient magnitude, is used:

Diff x y
I x y I x y

I x yScaled
k k( , )
( , ) ( , )

( , )
=

−
+ ∇

+ 1

1 k

(2.4.4)

Let I x yk ( , )  and I x yk + 1( , )  be the intensities of pixel ( , )x y  of the two registered images, and
let ∇I x yk ( , )  be the spatial intensity gradient, which is estimated by the sobel operator. The
constant 1 is used to avoid numerical instabilities. The local motion mask is given by:

( )Mask x y Smooth Diff x y thresLocal Motion Scaled( , ) ( , )= >

A local motion mask pixel is set if the corresponding pixel value in the low-pass filtered
difference image is higher than an experimentally determined threshold. Filtering is necessary
because of noisy image content, which should not be detected as local motion. A result of this
scheme is shown in Figure 23 b).
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Motion parameter reliability

Once motion has been determined, we would like to find the reliability of the motion
parameters. There exist image sequences with no dominant motion. In such sequences the
motion parameters cannot be found correctly. But the iteration scheme mentioned above is
applied automatically to each scene, and therefore, a reliability measure must be available to
recognize them. Image stabilization is only possible when reliability of the already found
motion parameters is high. One approach for this task is proposed in [Irani 94]. "The reliability
of the motion measure at each pixel is determined by the numerical stability of the two well-
known optical flow equations:
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(2.4.5)

where for each pixel the sum is taken over the neighborhood N(x,y) (typically a 3 3×
neighborhood). The reliability R x y( , )  is expressed by the inverse of the condition number of
the coefficient matrix in (2.4.5):

R x y( , ) min

max

= λ
λ

where λmax  and λmin  are the largest and smallest eigenvalues, respectively."9 Image gradients
I x  and I y  are approximated by half the difference of the two neighboring pixels of the current
pixel like in (2.4.2). Solving equation (2.4.5) for the two eigenvalues leads to:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )λ1 2
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The classification is as follows:

( ) ( )Mask x y R x y thres AND Diff x y thresReliability Scaled( , ) ( , ) ( , )= ≤ ≤1 2

A pixel is classified as reliable, if the reliability measure (see Figure 25a)) is below an
experimentally found threshold (actually 0.03) and if the scaled absolute difference (2.4.4) of
the two registered frames is also below a threshold, indicating that no local motion is in the
area of position ( , )x y . The resulting reliability mask is shown in Figure 25b). The percentage
of set pixels in this mask is used to indicate how many reliable pixels are registered with the
found dominant motion parameters a a1 4,.., . As can be seen in Figure 25a) a pixel on position
( , )x y  is reliable if the image content is structured near the pixel position ( , )x y .

                                               
9 compare [Irani 94], p.8
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a) Reliability measure R x y( , ) b) Reliability mask

Figure 25:  Reliability of motion parameters a a1 4,..,  is given by the percentage of pixels set in the
reliability  mask in b).

Dominant object tracking

The algorithm for detection of the dominant object described above is extended to track an
object throughout long image sequences. The used technique is proposed in [Irani 94]. "This is
done by temporal integration, without assuming temporal motion constancy. For the tracked
dominant object a dynamic internal representation image is constructed. This image is
constructed by taking a weighted average of recent frames, registered with respect to the
tracked motion (to cancel its motion). This image contains, after a few  frames, a sharp image
of the tracked object, and a blurred image of all the other objects. Each new frame is compared
to the internal representation image of the tracked object rather than to the previous frame."10

Let Ix  denote the image sequence. The internal representation image of the tracked dominant
object is denoted by Avx , and is constructed as follows:

Av I
Av w I w register Av Ik k k k

0 0

1 1 11
=

= − ⋅ + ⋅+ + +( ) [ , ]
(2.4.6)

where register P Q[ , ]  denotes the registration of images P and Q according to the motion of
the tracked dominant object computed between them, and 0 1< <w  (currently w = 0 7, ). Avx

therefore maintains sharpness of the tracked object, while blurring other objects in the image.
An example of the evolution of an internal representation image of the tracked dominant object
is shown in Figure 26. The scene contains more objects, first the dominant background object
and second a few local moving objects in the foreground. If the motion model approximates
the temporal changes of the tracked dominant object well enough, shape changes relatively
slowly over the time in registered images. The tracked background remains sharp, while the
local moving foreground object gradually blurs out. This effect enforces tracking of the already
found sharp background, while local moving objects can be detected more reliably with the
segmentation scheme mentioned above. The temporal averaging according to equation (2.4.6)
implies that the weights of images are reduced exponentially in time, giving the highest weights
to the most recent frames. Less recent frames, which are blurred by repeated warping and for
which the motion parameters might loose their accuracy, are suppressed at an exponential rate.
                                               
10 compare [Irani 94], p. 9
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a) Part of the internal representation
image after one frame, Av1 .

b)  After two frames, Av2 . c)  After three frames, Av3 .

Figure 26:  Evolution of the internal representation of the tracked dominant object, the background. The first
frame of the image sequence is shown in Figure 22 a).
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3.  Image Sequence Restoration

3.1  Dust Removal

Introduction
Dust detection in Chapter 2.3 results in a one frame distortion mask. This mask includes all
areas of an image, where artefacts occur. We have to distinguish between small- and medium-
size artefacts, caused by dust or dirt, and massive frame distortions which are often caused by
mechanical damage or mold. In this chapter we want to replace dust and dirt artefacts with
small to medium artefact size fully automatically. Medium size is in the range of five percent of
the whole image area.
There are two requirements on such an automatic algorithm. First, image structure and second,
image brightness must be estimated for the region occluded by the artefacts. Missing image
structures, induced by a large artefact area, must be replaced. In addition brightness must be
corrected because of flickering and local brightness variations from frame to frame. It has been
shown that it is rarely possible to estimate image structure only from the surroundings of an
artefact. It is possible if the artefact area is very small (pixel range) and therefore the
probability of difficult structure in this area is low. If the artefact area increases, image content
of the preceding and the subsequent frame must be used to estimate image structures for this
region.

Algorithm

The first task is to estimate image structures for areas, which are occluded by artefacts.
Structure information of the preceding frame Ik − 1  and the subsequent frame Ik + 1  is used to find
the image content, which is then used in frame Ik  to replace dust or dirt. First image content
of the neighbor frames must be registered with image content of the center frame (see Figure
27), because of image vibration and
local motion. For this task the
Motion Compensation (MC)
scheme of Chapter 2.2 is used. It
has been shown that motion
information in the region of an
artefact is not reliable. For a
motion estimator it is not possible
to match image content of the
neighbor frames with dust or dirt in
the center frame. Therefore, motion
disparities (motion vectors) from
the neighbor frames to the center
frame pointing outside the artefact
area (see Figure 29a)), thus the
disparities are not reliable in the
region of an artefact. This effect is stronger the bigger the artefact is. To overcome this
problem of wrong disparities in the region of an artefact, disparities are interpolated in such
areas. For this reason a Disparity mask is prepared by dilating the one frame distortion (OFD)
mask with respect to the artefact size. Bigger artefacts influence the motion disparities in a
wider range than smaller ones. The result is shown in Figure 28.

Ik − 1 MC

MC

Disp
Mask

.OFD
Mask

Ik
W
− 1

Ik + 1 Ik
W
+ 1

Structure
Image

Figure 27:  The Structure Image includes the motion compensated
(MC) neighbor frames of actually processed frame Ik .
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a) One frame distortion (OFD) mask, generation
process is described in Chapter 2.3

b) Disparity mask

Figure 28:  Motion disparities are not reliable in regions indicated by the Disparity mask and must be
interpolated there.

Motion disparities between the neighbor frames and the center frame are then inter-
polated in those areas, where the Disparity mask indicates wrong motion information.

 Disparity Interpolation inside an artefact region is done by the following scheme:
The value on position ( , )x yi i  is given by weighting
eight border pixels with value Vk  and distance dk

from position ( , )x yi i :

V x y
d V

d
i i

k
k

k

k
k

( , ) = =

=

∑

∑
1

8

1

8

Vk  is the disparity value and dk  is the Euclidean
distance from the border pixel k to the pixel on
position ( , )x yi i , for which we want to find the
interpolated value V x yi i( , ) . This interpolation
scheme is very fast because of the fact that for each interpolated pixel value we have to look
only in eight predefined directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) and have to weight the
found border pixel value by the distance to position ( , )x yi i . The disadvantage is that this
scheme produces additional structure in the interpolated area (see Figure 29c)).

a) Row disparities b) Disparity mask c) Interpolated row disparities

Figure 29:  Motion disparities of a) are interpolated in areas indicated by b) resulting in c).  Bright and dark
areas in a) imagines motion in this scene, which is stationary in real (compare Figure 18a)).

V1
V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8
d1 d2

x yi i,

Disparity interpolation
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After the disparities are corrected the neighbor frames are registered with the center frame by
applying the Motion Compensation (MC)-scheme described in Chapter 2.2 resulting in the
images Ik

W
− 1  and Ik

W
+ 1  (see Figure 27). These two images now contain image structures of the

neighbor frames in areas where the center frame Ik  is occluded by artefacts. The so-called

Structure Image is prepared by taking the average of Ik
W
− 1  and Ik

W
+ 1  for each pixel in these

images. The structure image is used for the final replacement of artefacts in the center frame
Ik .
The second requirement on an automatic algorithm for artefact replacement is to estimate the
brightness of replaced areas. What we want is to replace artefact area by motion compensated
image content of the neighbor frames (the Structure Image). Brightness correction is necessary
because of flickering and local brightness variations.
Flickering is global brightness variation from one to the next frame and a special property of
historical black and white film and is caused by irregular exposure time. Because of the
aperture effect (corners are shadowed) brightness variation is not constant within the whole
image area and therefore, the brightness correction must be adapted within one frame. Local
brightness variations are mostly caused by changing illumination of moving objects. Changing
illumination of objects in consecutive frames must also be corrected, since image content of
neighbor frames is used for replacement of an artefact.
Therefore, an algorithm is designed, where brightness correction is done separately for each
artefact and in the region of the artefact locally for each pixel. The task is now to fit brightness
of the Structure Image, which
provides image content for the
artefact replacement, and
brightness of the artefact
surrounding in image Ik . When
brightness is not fitted a gray
value discontinuity can appear
between regions of replaced
image content and regions of
original image content. As a
border of the surroundings we
choose the border indicated by
the one frame distortion (OFD)
mask, since artefact replacement
is also done for areas, which are
indicated by the OFD-mask.
The Brightness Correction image is prepared in the following way:
First the frame difference between the Structure Image and frame Ik  is calculated (see Figure
30), then artefact areas, indicated by the OFD mask, are interpolated in this difference image
(see Figure 31a) and b)). So the gray value difference between the Structure Image and the
original Ik  is estimated from the surrounding of an artefact and is then interpolated to the inner
part of the distorted region. Interpolation is done by a scheme, which is similar to the scheme
for disparity interpolation. The Brightness Correction image is applied in the final artefact
removal step.

OFD
Mask

Ik

Structure
Image

Brightness
Correction Ik

Corr.

Figure 30:  Flow chart for preparation of the Brightness Correction
image and replacement of dust and dirt.
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a) (Structure Image - Ik  + 128)  masked out with the
one frame distortion mask.

b) Brightness Correction image is prepared by
interpolation of black areas in a).

 Figure 31:  Brightness correction interpolation.

The final replacement of dust and dirt is straightforward:

{ }
{ }I x y

I x y for x y OFD x y false
Structure Image x y Brightness Correction x y for x y OFD x y truek

Corr k( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
=

=
+ =






Artefact areas, which are indicated by the one frame distortion (OFD) mask, are replaced by
the brightness corrected Structure Image, non-distorted areas are taken from the original frame
Ik . The final result is shown in Figure 33.
The effect of brightness correction is demonstrated in Figure 32. The upper part shows a detail
in three consecutive frames of the original sequence, while in the lower part artefact replaced
images are visible. The difference between the brightness and the non-brightness corrected
image appear mostly at the border of replaced areas, which are indicated by the one frame
distortion  mask.

Ik − 1 Ik Ik + 1

Ik  after OFD removal
without Brightness Correction.

One frame distortion (OFD)
mask.

Ik  after OFD  removal
 with Brightness Correction.

Figure 32:  Brightness correction of replaced artefact areas.
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a) Original frame Ik  of image sequence in Figure 18a).

b)  Image from a) after removal of one frame distortions.

Figure 33:  Dust and dirt removal.
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3.2  Image Stabilization

Introduction
Image vibration detection in Chapter 2.4  results in the image vibration disparity signals. Four
dominant motion parameters are always estimated between two consecutive frames in the
image sequence, thus four vibration disparity signals are generated for a whole scene. One  can
be seen in Figure 34a).
First the real image vibration must be found. The vibration disparity signals describe the
change of vibration from one to the next frame (the derivation of vibration) through an entire
scene, therefore, image vibration is given by discrete integration of this signal. The four
resulting vibration signals correspond to the real visual effect of vibration, when looking at a
movie. The task is then to filter these vibration signals appropriately and to register the original
frames with the position given by the four filtered vibration signals.

Algorithm
First the real image vibration signals must be found, which are then the base for stabilization of
an image sequence. The image vibration signal can be derived from the vibration disparity
signal by integrating the vibration disparities over a whole scene. Integration in this context
stands for combining the dominant motion parameters of consecutive frames. As described in
Chapter 2.4 / Motion compensated iteration, an initial estimate ( , , , )a a a a1
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(3.2.1)

In our context the initial estimates are the four dominant motion parameters from frame I k  to
I k + 1 , the update estimates are the motion parameters from frame I k + 1  to I k + 2  and the better
estimates are then the combined or integrated motion parameters from frame I k  to I k + 2 . The
integrated motion parameters up to frame Ik + 2  are combined with the dominant motion
parameters between Ik + 2  and Ik + 3  to get the integrated motion parameters for frame Ik + 3 , and
so on. By extending this scheme from four frames to the entire scene, the image vibration
signal is prepared. The four sequences of integrated dominant motion parameters are called the
image vibration signals, since these signals correspond to the real image content translation,
rotation and zoom in a movie scene. One is shown in Figure 34b).
After the preparation of the vibration signals these must be filtered to acquire the desired
correction parameters for image sequence stabilization. To avoid problems at signal
boundaries, values near the borders are mirrored against the border pixel. Other strategies for
avoiding the boundary problem are described in Chapter 2.1 / Image boundary handling.
Filtering of one dimensional signals can be done either in the frequency or in the spatial
domain. For the reason of efficiency filtering is done in the spatial domain. Different filter types
from linear low pass filters to non-linear filters such as the median operator are possible. As
can be seen from Figure 34b), image vibration is a stochastic process, where image position is
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different from a mean position for a number of frames, so-called peaks. The filtered signal
should follow the main course of the raw signal, but peaks over a few frames should be
suppressed. When using a linear low pass filter a very low cut-off frequency is necessary to
filter peaks, which appear over a few frames. A very low cut-off frequency causes first very
large filter kernels and second the desired signal is filtered too much in the area of signal edges.
When using a non-linear median filter this disadvantages can be avoided. The median filter size
can be chosen in such a way, that peaks of distinct length in the signal can be filtered. A peak
of length n-frames can be filtered by a median operator with a width of approximately 2n , e.g.
for filtering of a quarter second peak (six frames) in the image vibration signal a median filter
with a width of at least twelve is necessary. The median filter is capable of removing vibration
peaks up to a distinct length. In addition to the non-linear median filter a linear low-pass filter
with a high cut-off frequency is applied to the signal to filter high frequency components,
which remain after median filtering. One of the four vibration signals is shown in Figure 34c).
In this example the median filter width is twenty three and low-pass filtering is done with the
one dimensional binomial filter kernel [ 1 4 6 4 1 ]. Vibration peaks are filtered well by leaving
the principle course of the signal.

a) Vibration disparity in y-direction.

b) Vibration in y-direction.

c) Signal from b) is first extended on signal boundaries and then median and low-pass filtered.

Figure 34:  Image vibration filtering.
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As described in Chapter 2.4 / Image Vibration Detection  motion of  the dominant object is
detected and tracked. The dominant motion includes image vibration as in Figure 34c) but also
tilt or pan from camera motion. Figure 35a) shows the vibration signal in x-direction from the
same sequence as in Figure 34c). As can be seen from these two diagrams, there is a wide
movement of the dominant object in x-direction (about 440 pixels) and very low movement in
y-direction. This constellation indicates either a camera pan situation to the left or movement
of a dominant object during the scene from the left to the right image side. In this scene a
camera pan occurs. Figure 35b) shows a detail of a) including the cross over between fast
motion of the dominant object (the camera pan from about frame number 60 to 220) and no
more motion of the dominant object (the camera is locked from frame number 220 to 270).

a) Vibration in x-direction.

b) Median filtering with fixed width of 23. c) Median filtering with adaptive median width.

Figure 35:  Image vibration filtering with median filter width adaptation.  The dashed detail of a) is shown in
b) and c).

Figure 35b) is prepared with the same filter parameters as Figure 34 c) (median filter width of
twenty three and binomial filter kernel [ 1 4 6 4 1 ]). As can be seen from this figure the high
median width causes a decreasing signal in the region of the cross-over. When stabilizing the
scene with  this filtered vibration signal the camera pan is extended for a few frames and also
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smoothed in the region of the cross-over. To avoid this effect, median filter width is not the
same over the entire scene, therefore, the filter width is adapted over the scene. In regions with
fast dominant object motion median filter width is decreased down to three, in regions, where
the dominant object is not moving (only vibrations) a median filter width up to twenty five is
used. To estimate the amount of dominant object motion, the median filter width, the median
range, is calculated in a pre-processing step by observing the vibration signal five frames
before and five frames after the actual frame. The median range can be seen in the lower parts
of Figure 35 b) and c). In addition to adaptive median filtering a linear low-pass filter (binomial
filter kernel [ 1 4 6 4 1 ]) is applied to the vibration signals to suppress high frequency parts,
which remain after median filtering. The final filtered vibration signal is shown in Figure 35c).
In non-moving regions (about frame number 220 and higher) vibrations are filtered well, in the
cross-over region (about frame number 215 to 220) the signal is not decreased.

Image Stabilization

After filtering the four vibration signals each image in the scene must be warped to the position
given by the filtered vibration signals. The difference between the raw vibration signals and the
filtered vibration signals must be compensated.
As described above, an initial estimate ( , , , )a a a a1
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1  can be combined with an update estimate
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4
2  by equation (3.2.1). In this context the initial

estimates are the four vibration signal parameters, the update estimates are the four desired
update parameters and the better estimates are the four filtered vibration signal parameters.
The task is now to find the four update parameters, which combined with the vibration signal
parameters give the filtered vibration signal parameters. Transforming equation (3.2.1) leads
to:
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The four update parameters ( , , , )a a a a1 2 3 4

∧ ∧ ∧ ∧
 are calculated for each frame in the scene. Warping

of an entire image with this parameters is done by calculating the displacements of the four
corner points (by equation (2.4.1) ), which are then used to apply linear interpolation to all
image points inside these four corner points. The result is a stabilized image sequence, whose
dominant motion corresponds to the filtered image vibration signals.
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3.3  Noise Reduction

Introduction

After removing dust and dirt in an image sequence, small artefacts remain. We can model them
as impulsive noise. Other sources of noise are film-grain noise, which can be modeled as
signal-dependent or multiplicative noise and quantization noise, which is typically modeled as
signal-independent or additive white noise.
Noise filters can be classified as spatial (intraframe) filters and spatio-temporal (interframe)
filters. Spatial filters may be used to filter each frame independently with the drawback of
spatial blurring when high noise reduction is desired. Spatio-temporal filters are 3-D-filters
with two spatial coordinates and one temporal coordinate. They utilize not only the spatial
correlation, but also temporal correlation between frames. Spatio-temporal noise filters can be
classified into motion-adaptive and motion-compensated filters. Motion-adaptive filtering
utilizes a motion detection scheme, but does not require explicit estimation of the interframe
motion disparities (compare Chapter 2.2 / Motion Compensation). Motion-compensated
filtering schemes operate along motion trajectories (see Figure 12), thus they require
interframe motion disparities at each pixel. Two spatio-temporal noise filters are implemented,
first a motion-compensated temporal filter and second a motion-adaptive related 3-D median
filter.

Motion Compensated Temporal Filter

The motion-compensated approach is based on the assumption, that the variation of the pixel
gray-levels along a motion trajectory is due to noise. A motion trajectory connects correlating
image parts of consecutive frames, thus noise can be reduced in both the stationary and moving
areas of the image by low-pass filtering over the respective motion trajectory at each pixel.
Motion-compensated filters differ according to (i) the support of the filter (temporal vs. spatio-
temporal) and (ii) the filter structure (finite impulse response (FIR) vs. infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter). The kind of filter support determines the amount of spatial blurring.
Using wide spatial support, blurring by good noise reduction is caused. Temporal filtering with
low spatial support causes less blurring, which is given by inaccurate motion estimates, thus
motion estimation accuracy is an important parameter for motion-compensated filtering tasks.
A motion-compensated temporal FIR-filter with temporal support of three frames is
implemented. First motion trajectories for
these three frames must be estimated. For
the actually processed frame I k  trajectories
are given directly by motion disparities to
the preceding frame Ik − 1  and subsequent
frame Ik + 1 , which are estimated by the
Hierarchical Feature Vector Matcher
(HFVM), described in Chapter 2.2. The gray
values along a three-frame motion trajectory
can be observed by following the respective
motion trajectory for each pixel of the center
frame. An equivalent approach is to register
first the image contents of the neighbor
frames with that of the center frame by the Motion-Compensation (MC) scheme, described in
Chapter 2.2, and then observe the gray values along the time axis at pixel index ( , )x yi i  in the

Ik − 1 MC

MC

Ik
W
− 1

Ik + 1 Ik
W
+ 1

Ik
Noise

Reduction

Figure 36: Temporal noise reduction scheme.
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registered images Ik
W
− 1 , I k  and Ik

W
+ 1   for each pixel index ( , )x yi i  of center frame I k . Motion

trajectory observation is replaced by time axis observation of the motion compensated three-
frame image sequence (see Figure 36).
Variation of pixel gray-levels along the time axis can be filtered with different kernels such as
the average filter kernel [ ]1

3
1

3
1

3  or the binomial filter kernel  [ ]1
4

1
2

1
4 . The average

kernel has the advantage of better noise suppression, since weighting of neighbor frames is
higher than in the binomial kernel case. Results of both filter kernels are shown in Figure 37 c)
and d).

a) Detail of original frame from Figure 33 a). b) Image of a) after replacement of one frame
distortions.

c) Image of  b) after motion compensated temporal noise
filtering with average filter kernel [ ]1

3
1

3
1

3 .
d) Image of  b) after motion compensated temporal noise

filtering with binomial filter kernel [ ]1
4

1
2

1
4 .

Figure 37:  Motion compensated temporal noise filter with a three-frame temporal support. Motion is
estimated with  ½ pixel accuracy.

As can be seen from the filtered images, the temporal average filter kernel provides higher
noise suppression than the temporal binomial filter kernel. Both filtered images are blurred a
little bit because of limited motion estimation accuracy of  ½ pixel and use of linear
interpolation instead of a higher order interpolation in the motion-compensation scheme.
Motion estimation accuracy should be at least in the ½ pixel range to avoid spatial blurring.
The entire restorated image is shown in Figure 38 b).
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a)  Original frame I k  of image sequence in Figure 18a).

Figure 38:  b) Image of a) after one frame distortion removal and  motion-compensated  temporal
average filtering with a three-frame temporal support.
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3-D Median Filter

The 3-D median structure is a spatio-temporal filter, which combines the advantages of
temporal and spatial median filtering. An overview of 3-D median structures can be found in
[Seza 93]/Chapter 14.
Temporal filters, in general, give optimal results in stationary (nonmoving) regions. They
attenuate noise in stationary regions without impairing spatial resolution. Adaptive temporal
filters prevent distortion of moving objects by inhibiting filter action in moving regions.
Adaptive filters need a motion detector to decide between moving and non-moving regions.
Motion-compensated temporal filters work along motion trajectories, which must be estimated
before observing the gray-values along this trajectories. 3-D median structures are a different
approach. They avoid the use of any motion-compensation and motion-adaptation procedure.
Motion-adaptation is included only indirect in the 3-D median structure.
 "A median filter performs a non-linear filtering operation, where a window of odd length
(size) N M= +2 1  is moved over an input signal one sample at a time. In image sequence
filtering, the filter window is usually moved at each frame in a raster scan fashion from left to
right at each line and from top to bottom for line advances. To account for filtering at the
boundaries of frames, M samples are commonly appended to each edge sample having identical
values to it. At each window position the samples inside the filter window are sorted by
magnitude and the centermost value, the median, is the filteroutput. Let there be N samples
X X XN1 2, , ...,  inside a window. The median filtering procedure is denoted by

[ ]Y MED X X X N= 1 2, , ..., ,

where Y is the resulting output from the median filter. A characteristic property of a median
filter is its capability to remove noise effectively and preserve edges, lines, and other image
details."11

An extension to the median filter operation is the weighted median (WM) operation:
"In a WM operation, a nonnegative integer weight W i Ni , , ,...,=1 2 , is assigned to each input
sample and the sum of all weights S WW ii

N=
=∑ 1

 is commonly assumed to be odd. The output of

a WM is not uniquely defined if the sum of all weights is even. The output is obtained, e.g., by
first duplicating each input sample Xi  to the number of the corresponding weight Wi . Then the
resulting set of samples is sorted and the median value is selected from this set. The duplication
operation is expressed as

W X X X X◊ = , ,...,

The weighted median operation can now be represented as

[ ]Y MED W X W X W XN N= ◊ ◊ ◊1 1 2 2, ,..., ."12

The weighted median operation offers more design freedom than the standard median. When
processing a multi-dimensional signal not only window size and shape can be changed but also
the importance of input samples inside the desired window. Large weights are assigned to
those samples, which are considered to be important. 3-D median structures are defined as
follows:
"Let { }X(. )  be a discrete spatio-temporal gray-level image sequence, such that

                                               
11 [Seza 93], Chapter 14, p. 413
12 [Seza 93], Chapter 14, p. 415
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{ }X n n n n n n( , , ); , ,1 2 3 1 2 3 ∈ Ζ , where { }Ζ = −... , , , , ...1 0 1 . The horizontal indexing is given by
n1 , while n2  and n3  refer to vertical and time indexing, respectively. For notational simplicity,

when convenient, vector notation [ ]n n n n1 2 3, , =  will be used. Consider the set of samples
inside a ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2 11 2 3N N N+ × + × +  window centered at ( )n . The constants N N N1 2 3, ,
are non-negative integers and correspond to n n n1 2 3, ,  directions, respectively.
Definition: A 3-D WM operation is defined by

[ ]Y n n n Y n MED R( , , ) ( )1 2 3 = =

where

{ }R W X n i n i n i N i N N i N N i Ni i i= ◊ + + + − ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3, , ( , , ); , , .

An input sample corresponding to a weight having value equal to zero is not taken into account
in the calculation of the output. Therefore, window locations inside the
( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2 11 2 3N N N+ × + × +  window corresponding to zero weights are not considered to
be part of the window. Thus, the actual window can have an arbitrary shape. Properties of a
WM operation are controlled by the selection of the 3-D window and weights."13

Two symmetrically shaped filters were implemented and tested:

[
]

Y n MED X n n n X n n n X n n n X n n n
X n n n X n n n X n n n

WM 7 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1 1 3
1 1 1

( ) ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ),
( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ) .

= − − − ◊
+ + +

14

[
]

Y n MED X n n n X n n n X n n n X n n n
X n n n X n n n X n n n X n n n
X n n n X n n n X n n n

WM11 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

2 1 2 1 5 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1

( ) ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ),
( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ),
( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ) .

= ◊ − ◊ + ◊ − −
− − + + −
+ − + + +

Filter windows and the weights of both kernels are shown in Figure 39. Kernel names are given
by the number of samples involved in the weighted median operation.

w = 0
w =1
w = 2
w = 3
w = 5

n1

n2

n t3 =

WM 7 WM11

Figure 39:  Filter windows and weights of the WM 7 and WM 11 filter.

Both 3-D WM filters are designed to give good results in stationary (non-moving) regions. In
noise-free stationary regions, pixel values in consecutive frames are the same, pixel values

                                               
13 [Seza 93], Chapter 14, p. 420
14 [Seza 93], Chapter 14, p. 423
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along the time axis are equal. A single pixel, which does not change its value in time, is
preserved by both filters, since the sum of weights inside the window along the time axis ( n3 )
at the spatial location ( , )n n1 2  is greater than the sum of the remaining weights inside the filter
window. Thus in noise-free stationary regions the entire spatial resolution is remaining. In
noisy image sequences a mixture of temporal and spatial median filtering is done. Therefore,
motion-adaptation is included in the filter structure by filter window shape and weights.

a) Image of  Figure 37b)  3-D median filtered with
WM 11 kernel.

b) Image of  Figure 37b)  3-D median filtered with
WM 7 kernel.

Figure 40:  3-D weighted median noise filter.

The WM 7 filter kernel is designed to preserve especially temporal, horizontal and vertical fine
details. Because of the wider spatial range of the WM 11 filter kernel noise suppression is
higher than for the WM 7 filter. Both kernels are limited in their spatial filter range (about 1
pixel), which prevents them from filtering bigger noise or other artefacts (see Figure 40). Noise
with low spatial size is filtered well. In comparison to filter results of the motion-compensated
temporal filters shown in Figure 37c) and d), noise suppression ability is lower with the 3-D
weighted median filters. The main advantage of 3-D WM filters is their low computational
effort, since they can be applied directly to an image sequence without motion estimation and
compensation.
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4.  Conclusions and Outlook

Digital image sequence restoration can handle a variety of artefact classes, which cannot be
processed by classical film restoration equipment. This thesis presents full automatic algorithms
for dust and dirt detection and replacement. Further, algorithms for image vibration detection,
vibration stabilization and for noise suppression are discussed. All algorithms are designed
according to a two step approach, which makes expert user interaction with intermediate
analysis data possible. Intermediate data for dust and dirt processing are the one frame
distortion masks, for image vibrations, the four vibration signals of a scene can give hints for
an expert user. The last decision wether analysis results are good or not remains with the
skilled operator.

It has been shown that efficient image sequence processing enforces a multi-resolution image
representation. Different filter kernels are compared with respect to their blurring,
aliasing and computational effort. A good compromise is found with Burt’s Gaussian
Kernel (a=0.5).

The essential task in image sequence analysis is motion estimation and compensation. The
proposed Hierarchical Feature Vector Matcher is able to match two-frame motion robustly.
Multi-frame motion estimation and object occlusion models could increase reliability and
smoothness of motion fields in sparse sampled image sequences. With regard to temporal noise
filter results, motion estimation accuracy for this task must be better than or equal to
½ pixel, otherwise blurring can occur.

For dust and dirt detection, a three-frame algorithm is proposed, whose classification scheme
avoids the use of any occlusion model. Dust detection reliability is high, but depends also on
accurate motion estimates. Proper replacement of dust and dirt with structure and brightness
estimation is shown for small up to medium sized artefacts. Heavily distorted or missing frames
are to be treated in the future.

Image vibration detection is done by dominant object tracking through an entire scene. Motion
of the dominant object between consecutive frames is modeled with only four parameters for
the entire image, resulting in a very robust behavior against local image distortions and noise.
In addition to image vibrations, camera motions like pan, tilt, zoom and rotation are estimated
directly with the same algorithm. Image stabilization regards stationary or moving dominant
objects by median filter width adaptation during the vibration filter process.

The algorithms presented are designed with respect to good robustness and reliability. Further
work is required on the acceleration of algorithms. Obviously, only with rather fast
implementations the full potential of digital image sequence restoration can be exploited.
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